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FRIENDS OF THE NICKEY LINE
16th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 19TH MAY 2022
Because of the continuing coronavirus pandemic, we are holding the 2022 AGM by Zoom and
issuing normal AGM report documents by email prior to the meeting.
Contents:
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Chairman’s report
Financial Report and re-election of independent examiner
Election of Committee members
Events and Line Management (report by Roger Thornhill)
Discussion / Feedback

1. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT


This has been our 16th year of operation. My thanks go to your committee who have done sterling work
again throughout this year, despite the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.



We are grateful to all 5 local councils (Dacorum BC, St Albans DC, Hertfordshire CC, Redbourn PC and
Harpenden TC) for their long-term support of the Nickey Line, which they all recognise as an important local
amenity.

Organisational:


Membership stands at 334 households, up from 327 last year. Many more people have been using the
Nickey Line than are members but we do value our members and want to recruit more. Opportunities for
this remained limited this year but we did participate in the Redbourn Classic Cars event and we plan to
do so again this coming year.



We issued 1 newsletter this past year . We continue to use emails to communicate with members and to
receive feedback and news of problems arising on the Line.



Our website www.nickeyline.org received over 127,000 visits over the past 12 months, well up on last
year’s 64,000. The website is now quite old and we seek to develop an updated site in the coming year.



Our Facebook group “The Nickey Line” has over 1,400 signed up members, up from 900 last year. This
growth has clearly been stimulated by the significantly higher use of the Nickey Line for exercise and
recreation.



We resumed our programme of work parties and other events throughout the year. See Roger Thornhill’s
report (item 4) for more details on walks, work parties and event attendance.



I am sorry to report the recent passing of Doug Nevell. Doug was an active FONL committee member for
11 years from our creation in 2006 to 2017. He was a keen cyclist and acted as an informal representative
for the local cycling community. He also created local walks which are still available on our website for the
enjoyment of the next generation of Nickey Line users.
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As some of you may recall, we lost Hemel Hempstead’s Roger Green to cancer in April 2020. I am pleased
to report that, after much trying, we have obtained agreement to place a plaque commemorating Roger’s
Nickey Line work onto the Cherry Tree Lane Bridge which had been one of the many focal points of his
efforts.



We ran a thank you evening for our volunteers last year and plan another in September. We do value our
volunteers and each year they contribute many hours of their time to making the Nickey Line what it is.



We gave a presentation on the history of the Nickey Line to the Kettle’s On group at Woodhall Farm. If
anyone knows of any groups who would like a talk, in person or via Zoom, please let me know.

Line Management
St Albans DC Green Action Plan (GAP) and Shared Use Management
We still await publication of the SADC GAP.
As the volume use of the Nickey Line increases then pedestrian and cyclist shared use can become problematic,
as widely found on shared paths in many countries as well as in the UK and across different environments.
Behaviours, which may have had a low impact when usage was low, can become more important to address as
the Line gets busier and more crowded so that everyone can enjoy using the Line to its full extent. All user types
have a role to play in this. Examples of such behaviours, some rare, some more common, include:
-

Groups of walkers hogging the whole width of the Line and blocking /largely ignoring faster moving users
Dogs out of close control either free or on very long leads
Runners and cyclists travelling quickly and passing walkers with little or no warning, and not giving much
leeway when passing
Walkers with earphones blocking out warning calls from, for example, cyclists approaching.

We have asked SADC to include Shared Use Management measures in the GAP to address some of these types of
issues.
Resurfacing
The quality of the Nickey Line surface remains a concern over much of the Line with muddy patches or longer
stretches after wet periods being the norm in places.
Two sections have been or are being improved currently:
1. The Hemel Hempstead Eastman Way Industrial Estate to Cherry Tree Lane section was resurfaced with black
tarmac in early 2021 in a project funded by Herts County Council. The quality of the finishing was poor and the
Friends have been involved in identifying significant improvements necessary. It has taken many months to
complete the work to a more satisfactory level but the better surface has been welcomed by users. The project
choice of black tarmac has been more controversial for some particularly as the new surface was unexpectedly
extended into the more rural part of the Line.
2. The Roundwood Halt to ‘Five Ways’ intersection part of the Line was extremely muddy and wet with
significant surface water early last year, hampering use to the extent than many people tried to avoid this
normally busy section.
In the absence of sufficient funding for complete resurfacing, the Friends suggested scraping of the earth / mud
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top layer to reduce the problem and we volunteered to raise some or all of the funds required, aided by a very
welcome £1000 donation by County Councillor David Williams towards Nickey Line maintenance. The work was
agreed and carried out with St Albans District Council unexpectedly but pleasingly managing to pay the full
£3,500 cost.
We remained concerned with the soft surface remaining, especially near the Roundwood Halt, which we felt
would deteriorate quickly and we suggested patching work in this limited area to prevent more problems. This
was again agreed by SADC and a further project involving improved drainage and a gravel top layer is now
planned by them with funding (of about £23,500) agreed from Herts County Council. We want to thank the
councils involved and the CROWS (old CMS) team who have been the project managers.
Other Local Trouble Spots
We are aware of other local muddy sections and we have asked SADC for the GAP to include hotspot treatment
for muddy sections as high priority maintenance if resurfacing long sections is unlikely short term. Council
budget for this may be tight but we are prepared to consider contributing from our FONL funds if this would
unlock problems.
Underlying Resurfacing Issues
Standing back, there are three main resurfacing issues for the rest of the Line:
1.

How do we develop the path to support likely future housing developments and to encourage greater use of
the NL as an alternative to car usage?

2. How can we raise the significant funds required for extensive resurfacing, especially for our long rural
sections?
3. What type of replacement surface do we want / need. N.B. The type of surface significantly affects the
funding needed.
There are a range of surface types but the main options can be summarised as:




Rolled Aggregate (Crushed Stone) – Cheapest, planned for the Roundwood Halt section. Quality
needs to be high enough for normal cycling as well as walkers and runners.
Black Tarmac - Often recommended as the most cost efficient long term surface and used in Hemel
Hempstead this year
Coloured Tarmac (/ Asphalt / Other Sealed Surface)- More expensive but more natural looking than
Black Tarmac - used in 2014 in Harpenden Holly Bush Lane to Roundwood section.

There are 3 main issues to consider with these:
 Cost and Fundability, including maintenance costs and lifespan
 Look and feel to use– natural versus urban look, and the feel ‘underfoot’ for different users: runners,
walkers, cyclists, disabled users
 Impact on usage, particularly high speed cycling and illegal motorised use in sections of shared use.
Our policy has always been to choose the surface and other features such as lighting of the Line based on the
location and user needs in that section but at the same time trying to maintain a natural countryside ‘feel’ to
the Line with a minimum of urbanisation on the whole.
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We believe that:
-

Urban, high use sections should probably have a sealed surface (such as tarmac), preferably coloured to
look more natural
Rural (usually lower use) sections should ideally have a natural looking surface in tune with their
surroundings.
The Line as a whole should not have a surface or mix of surface types which are likely to encourage
widespread high speed usage (speed cycling and illegal motorised use) especially in areas of significant
shared use. N.B. Smooth tarmac-like surfaces are widely felt to be particularly likely to encourage high
speed users.

We have talked with individual users and conducted a survey amongst visitors to our table at the Redbourn
Classic Cars event. There is a range of opinions amongst users and no one surface suits everybody. The main
opinion driver among users was keeping the Line looking ‘natural’ but cost and speed use concerns also
featured.
*** We welcome your further feedback on this topic ***
Other Management Issues




We are pleased to report that the councils have repaired steps in Cherry Tree Lane (SADC) and Juno Road
(Dacorum) after our requests to them
We have identified a possible new level access at Thumpers in Hemel Hempstead and funding possibilities
are to be explored by CROWS
Litter – We continue to seek more litter bins in the Dacorum area, in particular around Hunters Oak. Whilst
we have run litter collection work parties along the Line throughout the last year, we know many users do
their own personal litter collections as they use the Line and we want to say many thanks to them for their
contributions to keeping the Line attractive.

Planning and Development
The St Albans DC Local Plan has still to be agreed and may even take years to do. This remains a key delaying
issue for developers. The main ones of interest to us remain as before:
- The Crown Estate Hemel East development
- The Lawes Trust proposal for Redbourn
New agents for both developers have recently approached us to brief them on our stances and issues seen by us
with the developments. In both cases we have said we do not support or oppose the proposals as these are
issues primarily for Redbourn and /or Hemel residents and councils. However, if the developments were to
proceed, we want them to benefit the Nickey Line and local residents / users and not to cause unnecessary
problems. In particular, we would look to obtaining funding of improved surfaces, better / safer accesses and
road crossings.
2.

FINANCIAL REPORT

Treasurer Mike Platt and independent examiner Mike Aldridge have agreed the appended figures, with formal
signatures when a face to face meeting is possible. Cash funds held at our year end (31 March) were £ 5033.16 c.f.
£5044.67 last year.
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Our one-off joining subscription has remained at £5 per family since our formation in 2006. Your committee has
decided to increase that to £10 but we hope it remains low enough not to be a barrier to new members.

MOTIONS:
a) We propose a motion to accept the accounts
b) We propose a motion to re-appoint Mike Aldridge as our independent examiner.
3. COMMITTEE MEMBERS RESIGNING / STANDING FOR ELECTION


Brian Deegan and Councillor Sammy Barry have withdrawn from your committee during the year. We are
grateful for their contributions during their tenure.



We would like to have a second committee member from each of Hemel Hempstead and Redbourn. Anyone
from there interested in contributing a small amount of their time to us please do let me know.



James Johnson and Roger Thornhill are resigning in accordance with the constitution and re-standing.

MOTION:
c) We propose a motion to accept James Johnson and Roger Thornhill as committee members.
4. EVENTS AND LINE MANAGEMENT (report by Roger Thornhill)
Friends of the Nickey Line Volunteering Report 2021-2022
The period reported on is between the last AGM in May 2021 and today.
The work we undertake is mainly set by St Albans District Council and Dacorum Borough Council (DBC),
who have both used the services of a body established by Herts CC (CRoWS) to write their 5 year
management plans. This past year has been the first year of the latest (draft) St Albans DC Greenspace
Action Plan (GAP), and the second year of the DBC GAP.
Other work we do relates to issues identified by the Friends, needing immediate action, such as branches
across the NL, or where say 2 to 5 persons are more appropriate to the task.
However Covid and bad weather meant no work parties could be run in the first year of the DBC GAP,
despite the long running issue of insurance cover having been resolved. This year however we held two
work parties and five work parties in DBC, and this will continue in future years.
The St A DC GAP gave us new places to manage. Responsibility for maintaining the orchard close to
Chequer Lane in Redbourn was taken on by our volunteers from St A DC, and we have dug out a lot of
bramble and replaced the two fruit trees which had died with Hertfordshire apple tree varieties, a William
Brownlee’s Russet (a tree introduced by a nurseryman of that name who traded in Marlowes, HH ) and a
Hitchin Pippin. Up to three further fruit trees are planned. Pyramidal orchids have since appeared in the
orchard.
We have also begun creating an open area just to the east of the M1 tunnel, made possible by us having
access to two petrol powered brush cutters kindly donated to us by Harpenden TC, and excellently
maintained by one of our volunteers, to whom we are hugely grateful. We now are able to brush cut along
the length of the NL.
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Our annual programme of work aims to
 create and improve the habitat for nature,
 generate and maintain views to provide interest for users
 maintain some of the old country crafts, such as coppicing and hedge laying
 support CRoWS in maintaining seats and infrastructure in the St A DC section
Our volunteers also contribute to collecting litter removing graffiti, and we thank those of you, and the
unknown members of the public, who contribute to this effort.
We are hugely indebted to our enthusiastic band of volunteers, who come out in all weathers, and work
along the 7 mile stretch of the NL. This year 30 volunteers contributed 540+ hours, a record in terms of the
number volunteering and in the hours contributed. We held a thank you social event for our volunteers in
September, and again thank Redbourn Parish Council for kindly offering us use of their committee room
free of charge for this event. A thank you event is planned this September.
Last summer we tackled a number of smaller tasks where there was a need for just a few volunteers, often
related to controlling summer vegetation or litter, and we will be doing so again this summer.
Our chairman has acknowledged the much appreciated support of the involved councils, and we are also
very grateful to CRoWS in the St A DC section, including for the repair of steps at Cherry Tree Lane Bridge
and the installation of three seats between the M1 tunnel and Cherry Tree Lane Bridge.
Until the start of this NL year just Geoff Bunce and I have lead. James Johnson, and Dave Abernethy now
have the qualifications to lead, which is welcomed. Thanks to you all
We always welcome new volunteers, and even a hour or two of help is appreciated. Our volunteers
contribute their time because they are helping in the community, enjoying each other’s company, making
friends, sharing interests. Why not join us?
In addition to work parties we also organised walks during the year, many of them nature oriented:
 Redbourn History and Nature Walk June 2021
 Butterfly Walk alongside Knott Wood July 2021
 Identifying Trees in Winter (behind Ambrose Lane) Harpenden February 2022
 DBC Spring Watch Walk May 2022
The events were well supported. Nowadays we usually restrict numbers of those attending to maximise
enjoyment, and have filled all available places.
RT, 11 May 2022

Thank you
David Abernethy
Chairman
APPENDIX – April 21 to March 22 Accounts
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